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P R A 6 M AT I 5 M W I L L S AV E T H E
STATE OF ISRAEL
Dear Editor

Most Israelis may be unaware of what the
future holds for the State if we do not withdraw

from the Territories soon. Within twenty years or
so, the Arabs will be a majority in the area West
of the Jordan River!
Michael Bloch in hisfootsyfootsy letter shows
that he has not learnt from the fall of the minority
White rule in S.A. If Israel continues to hold onto

the Territories, we will lose everything, as we will

assuredly if Sharon and his successors continue
with the status quo.

If it is not possible to reach an agreement with the
Palestinians, then Israel must withdraw unilaterally.

It may be the only solution in the short term.
Bloch does not understand what Sharon under

THE

MAIL

Sharon has carried out a policy ^ /
over the past two years of retaliation / ft
and reoccupation, a policy, which Bloch
strenuously endorses. What are the facts: During the
first year 250 Israelis died. The numbers increased
during the second year, as Sharon increased the
pressure - almost 500 Israelis were killed.
When will we stop playing "PING PONG" with
the Palestinians? Israel must erect a security fence
and withdraw from the territories. This may not
guarantee immediate and complete security, but
it will be a lot better than what the People have
had to live through for the past two years. It is the
only way to ensure the continued existence of the
State of Israel.

Stan Sagie, Ramat Yishoi
A BORDERLINE ISSUE
Dear Editor

With all due respect to Barney Wainer's

stands only too well - that the strategy devised by
Orde Wingate to deal with marauding Arabs and
carried out by the Jewish settlers some 66 years

interpretation of both history and Tanach, I will
enlighten him about the facts relating to the borders

ago cannot be followed today.

of Eretz Lsrael.

Two years ago, at the beginning of Sharon's
government, he had a Transfer Cabinet, with
Gandhi, Lieberman, Landau, Hanegbi and others,
who would have supported a proposal to expel Pal
estinians. Sharon knew that it would not work.

Si

Parashat Masei (Numbers 34:1 -15) establishes
that the border starts south of present-day Gaza,

extends due east to the Jordan, proceeds northeast
into present-day Jordan and then to well east of
the Hermon. It then branches still northeast to

\HHO
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T H E O R E AT E S C A P E
D e a r E d i t o r,

I read with great interest the Cover Story in
January's edition of Telfed Magazine on The
Battle of El Alamein'. For me it was a trip down
memory lane, recalling the stories I heard as
a young girl. My late uncle Joe Goodman was
a POW captured at El Alamein. After returning

Jerusalem:
13 Ben Maimon Blvd.

tei:(04)908823I2

home after WWII he would recount how the

tel:(02).563-4822

fax:(04)9088231

fax (02)566-3193

karmieI@ujia.org.il

Jewish captured soldiers were separated from the
non-Jewish prisoners-of-vvar. Herded onto a train

jerusalem@ujia.org.il

with fellow Jewish prisoners, they were en route to
a concentration camp when the train came under

Zifron in Syria, then northwest to take in much

of present-day Lebanon.

attack and was derailed. Grabbing the opportunity,
they ran for their lives and that is how my uncle

In Joshua 13.6, a continuation of Parashat

Masei, we read, "all the inhabitants of the hill-

country from Lebanon....even all the Zidonians;

Joe survived to tell the tale.

Sara Avin, Tahnei Yafe

them I will drive out from before the children of
C H E C K Y O U R M AT E

Israel." Again in 13:24. we read, "unto the tribe of
Gad...half the land of the children of Ammon... the

Jordan being the (western) border thereof.... sea of
Kinneret beyond the Jordan eastwiu'd" So, Barney,
Gad's territory started at the Jordan-Kinneret line,
and proceeded eastwards well past Rabbat Ammon
(Amman). And that, my friend, is exactly where
I'm living, as part of our inheritance.
Menahem Yachad. Carcom, South Golan

Dear Editor

In my letter in the January 2003 Telfed "Dr.
Natas Turns ICQ" my wife Doreen Altschuler

was misquoted as being Doreen Alexander (never
heard of her!).

Jeff Geffen, Ashdod
Ed. Oops. Mea culpa.

fHeatland T;l7D')?
Meatland - For Real Meat
The friendly meating place
For more than just the best meat in town
148 Ahuza Street, Ra'anana; 09-7410881
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CHILDREN

(l)Michelle
Freedman,

REACHINC OUT
The concerns andfears in one part of the world

(r) Cathy Horn
display a letter
from President
G.W. Bush.

resonate with children in another. Two projects
came recently to Telfed's attention of children
connecting with others; geographically far apart,
but spiritually, ever so near.
FROM AUSTRALIA WITH LOVE
A programme called Yad ULev (Hand to
Heart) has linked 4800 Australian children with

card which read, "I will

their Israeli counterparts "to demonstrate their love

wear my blue and white

and concern for Israeli kids during the current

bracelet and I will think

period of violence and unrest,"
explains former Capetonian

of you. When you wear

Jillian Milliner, who initiated

this way, although far

yours, think of me. In

the project with her Australian
WIZO partner Rita Brooklyn.
"The pupils from 15 Sydney

apart, we will be united, hand-to-hand,

heart-to-heart." According to Jillian, many
children have already entered into email

Jewish day schools made two

correspondence and swapped photographs
of each other. "The project enables children
in very different circumstances to share their

bracelets, one in blue and
white beads, and another in

green and gold, Australia's

feelings and forge new friend.ships. At a time
when we in Israel are experiencing great

national colours."

The green and gold Jillian Milliner

problems, the linking of children in Australia

bracelets were distributed to

with children in Israel takes on an additional

more than 20 WIZO schools in Israel, each with a

but highly emotionally charged dimension."

Bokkie's
B I LTO N G

BOEREWORS

DRYWORS

NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. BUT STILL THE BEST:
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All products are under the personal supervision of Teddy and Gordon.
Home deliveries can be arranged. Fresh supplies available every week.
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HARD TIMES

A MAN FOR ALL

The other project, initiated by English teachers,
Michelle Freedman and Welsh-bom Cathy Horn

SEASONS

at Izchak Rabin School in Hod Hasharon, evolved
out of an exercise in letter writing. Explains former

Tucked away in the heart ofNamaqualand
some fifty miles north of Cape Town,

Johannesburger Michelle: "It was the beginning
of the school year and being September, the
anniversary of 9/11, we asked our students to
write letters, purely as an exercise, to President

Malmesbury has always been well known for its
magnificent indigenous wildflowers and a country
community with probably the most recognised
accent in South Africa - the Malmesbury Bray. If

Bush, expressing their thoughts and feelings as

you've heard it, you 7/ never forget it.

to what had befallen the American people. It was
never our intention initially to actually send the

letters. While most wrote letters, some expressed
their thoughts in poetry. "

So impressed was the principal of the school
with the style and substance of the letters,
particularly the insight and emotions that came

through the writings of these 9-12 year olds, that
she wrote a covering letter and posted them to the
White House. "She brought in that our school was
named after a man of peace, who perished in the
cause of peace. Soon after we posted them, we
received a reply from the President which read
as follows:
Dear Students

Thank you for your letters about the tragic
events of September 11 2001. I appreciate

hearing the views of students from

It was here, in this predominantly Afrikaner
town 82 years ago that Boykey Tobias M-as born.
Today a resident ofEilat, Boykey a grandfather of
7, is blessed by having a total of 103 of his family
living in Israel. Quite a record!
TelfedS Eilat correspondent, Fonda Dubb, reports.
On the day of the interview,
Boykey was intently following
a C^sar Franck overture. Music

manuscripts were strewn on his
coffee table and one felt one

was entering the special sanctum
of those wonderfully fortunate

Fonda Diihb pgj-sons immersed in the world of
music. A violin player, Boykey had at one time
been a member of the Cape Town City Orchestra,

and had frequently given solo perfonnances of the

other countries. These extraordinary
times have reinforced the importance
of building mutual understanding among
countries and cultures. 1 encourage you

fofiutheryour efforts to make ourworld a

better place by continuing your studies,
sharing your opinions and promoting
peace.

Mrs. Bush joins me in sending our
best wishes.
Sincerely,

President George W. Bush •
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great composers. To this day, Boykey plays the
violin between reading historical novels, going for
lengthy walks and "putting pen to paper." He is
currently in the throes of writing a compendium of
four books entitled "Boykey's Four Seasons".
DOIN^THE ROUNDS

Well ensconced in Cape Town communal
affairs, the Tobias family established the Vredehoelc
Shul. "When the synagogue closed down," relates
Boykey, "my grandmother donated the Torah to the
Round Shul. and when it finally closed its doors,
all the seats and furnishings were sent to a shul

in Melbourne. However I managed to retrieve the

Torah and bring it to Eilat where I then donated it
to a new shul established at the Tzaleem School."

In keeping with family tradition, Boykey is proud
that. "My son Benny is one of the founders of
the shul," and finds it most fitting that, "having
served a good few communities in South Africa,
the Vredehoek Sefer Torah has now found a new

home with a community in Israel."

bellows, "hey, Boykey, looks like you bliksoms are

bleddy training a private army here. What you got
to say for yourself." I was in a bit of a pickle here.
So I calmly collected my senses and invited them
in for coffee. I couldn't exactly play the innocent

and say, "What are you talking about sergeant?"
so I look a chance and explained that the boys

are training to fight the British in Palestine. This
obviously resonated well with them, because the
response was, "Oooowha...you're training the
boys to fight the British? Okay Boykey, that's
different. Just make sure you don't train with
live ammo from now on." Over 100 of Boykey's
trainees managed to get to Palestine, "which was
not easy with all the restrictions.
That was some 51 years ago, and much water

has flowed under the bridge since Boykey's
involvement in those inspiring days of Nation
building. To discover more about the life and
times of Boykey Tobias one will soon be able to
read "Boykey's Four Seasons".

THEYWERENT PLANTING CROPS!
There is a picture of Boykey at the Bet
Hatefutsoth Museum. As an ex-serviceman and

fervent Zionist, Boykey was "itching to do my bit
for the emerging Jewish State." His farm Elaiulsvlei
in the Malmesbury district, became the training
ground for youth volunteering to fight in Israel's
War of Independence. "I must have trained over
400 young men together with Hymie Teper

THE STORY OF A PHOTO
By David E. Kaplan

Peu
rn
sigo
dl h
so
ctia
rlsnapshost,weoto
often glance and quickly pass on to the
next. What do we really know about the

lives of the people photographed? Their legacy for
the viewer is oft little more than a personal act or

and his brother Joe, who today lives in Israel.
Volunteers used to arrive on Friday and stay over
till Sunday. The training consisted of mainly firing
live ammunition at targets. Joe was quite a character

emotion, frozen in time. Smiles, tears, expressions
of joy, looks of anxiety, captured for all eternity
- all else, relegated to oblivion. What personal

and where he and his brother found rifles and amino

what did the future hold in store for them?

to train with, well, I never asked!" Boykey breaks
out into raucous laughter recalling a surprise visit
from the local constabulary. "You can imagine
the noise we were making over the weekends
with all the shooting. So a Detective Sergeant
accompanied by two other blokes pitches up and

6

history preceded the subjects photographed, and
And so we publish a photo that was recently
r e c e i v e d a t Te l f e d . W e k n o w i t w a s t a k e n o n

board a ship in 1935 of a group of olim who left
South Africa to settle in Palestine. They appear
to be disembarking from the gangway, but who
knows. They may just as easily have been posing

PEOPLE
on a staircase between decks. Who are they? What
cities or small towns did they hail from? Note how

migrated to the Balkans.

It was from Russia that Adolph would

smart their attire is? What

emigrate in 1895 and settle in the

motivated them to leave

a comfortable lifestyle

picturesque agricultural village
of Ceres, where he would help
found the synagogue and the first

of a South Africa of the

Zionist Society of Ceres. His wife

their communities and

I930's, to an uncertain

Amelia, was the aranddaughter

future in a nation still in

of Rabbi Mordechai Gimpel

the making.

w

O

The photo was sent by

Yaffe. the Rabbi of Rosenau,
whose grandsons were Aryeh

Wulf Sebba of Tel Aviv,

Leib and Bazelel Yaffe, two

so we know the elderly

of the leaders of the pre-State

couple in the foreground

Yi s h u v a n d Z i o n i s t M o v e m e n t .

are his uncle and aunt,

Rabbi Gimpel had arrived in

Adolph and Amelia

Jerusalem in 1880. where he set

Sebba from Ceres in

up a number of Torah institutions
and was among the founders of
the Bikur Cholim Hospital.

the Western Cape. "The
rest of the people in
the group." says Wulf,

Snaps of this nature form
an integral part of the dramatic

"are unknown to me."

Newspaper cuttings
submitted with the photo reveal that the Sebba

family lineage is Sephardic. tracing its history
back to the Spanish Expulsion of 1492 when they

pictorial history of our People.
Who arc the other persons in this photo? Maybe
some of our readers know. If so, drop me a 'Letter
to the Editor'. •

REVERSAL OF FORTUNE;
AN INTERVIEW WITH DORON ISAACS

by David E. Kaplan
HABONIM BOUNCING BACK

Once the flagship of the youth movements in South Africa, Hahonim

began some years ago to decline in popularity. With increasing
religiosity in the Jewish community, particularly in Johannesburg,

Bnei Akiva grew in size and stature, as secular Habonim's fortunes

began to wane. Confronted by the appealing allure of being part of
the new South Africa as well as feeling undermined with the decline
of the Kibbutz movement. Habonim went through a period of being
politically rudderless as it tried to grapple with finding a fresh ideo
logical course.

All that has now changed. "If one looks at machane (summer camp) attendance, Habonim is again

pulling in big numbers." explains an upbeat Doron Isaacs, Secretary-General of Habonim, South
7
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Africa. Recently in
Israel on a leadership
course, he was among

P R I V I L E G E D TO H E L P T H E L E S S
PRIVILEGED

The legacy of Kibbutz philosophy,
of working for a "caring society with

twenty young student
leaders representing
all the youth move

equal opportunities for all" is evident
in many of Habonim's activities. At
summer camp, "we run concurrently

ments in South Africa
and SAUJS. Visit

together with Tikkun, mini-camps
for under-privileged Black kids.

ing Telfed offices in
Raanana, Doron told

There is no Jewish or Israel content

Telfed Magazine, that

in the programme, but we provide the

at "our last machane we

madrichim, so they invariably leave
camp singing a lot of Israeli songs."

had over 1000 souls, the

highest attendance of all
the youth movements. In

Habonim has also taken a stand in

the fight against AIDS. "We are the

1999 we had a paltry

only Jewish organisation to attend the
Treatment Action Committee (TAG)
- the main NGO that is fighting for

230 chanichim, in 2000
about 500 and last year
some 600. So you can

see there has been quite
a dramatic upward trend

the availability of drugs. The leader

which portends well for Mahane, Onnisi campsite.

refusing the drug until it is available

the future of the movement in S.A."

to ail AIDS sufferers, remarked -"See,

Enjoying a current growth spurt unprecedented
in the last 15 years begs the question - what has

changed? "Full credit must go," explains Doron,
"to a highly motivated cadre of leadership that
has come up through the ranks. Serious about the
Movement's role in the Jewish community,

of the TAG, a Moslem, who is himself

here we are, Jews and Moslems working together
for a common cause - no problem!"
A no less fascinating project has been Habonim's
initiative to introduce youth movements into Black
society. "At its infancy, they are like Jewish kids
were in Europe 150
years ago, experi
menting with new

they have invested an enonnous amount of
time in its activities and projects. On the
ideological issue, we went through a neces
sary period of introspection, and came out of
it reconnecting with the core values of what
Habonim has always been traditionally about.
It may no longer be anchored to the Kibbutz
in teirns of personal lifestyle, but the values
that inspired the kibbutz model are still very
much a part of Habonim philosophy. The
idea that we need to give back to society and to
help those less fortunate is an integral part of the
Movement's value system."

8

philosophies as they
question the status
quo searching for a
better society. We run

leadership courses
for them, advise on

structuring a moveCommunity work ment and the value of
informal education. We do not guide them on the
issue of ideology as that is something that they
have to work out."

DEOPLt
THE GREAT DEBATE
"While Habonim in South America has remained

traditionalist, continuing to adhere strictly to Kib
butz as the core of the Movement's philosophy,"
continues Doron, "in the English-speaking world,
all the Jewish youth movements have been engag
ing in rigorous debate on defining the nature of
Zionism. Is Zionism today about making aliyali,
or is it about some making aliyah and the rest

forging a strong partnership between the Diaspora
and Israel.

which is not based solely on religion and (2) - to
motivate Israel as the place to live and express
one's Jewish identity.
MOVEMENT

AHEAD

Putting belief into practice Doron is part of a sevenman garin that plans to make aliyah. "We hope to

expand it to at least 15 members and are planning this
year to organise a pilot tour for the group to explore
oppoilunitics. As yet we have no girls in the group
but we are working on that.
"The bottom line." concludes Doron. "is that

The ideological leadership in Habonim in South
Africa holds in no particular order of preference,
(1) - to give kids a strong sense of Jewish identity,

when you have the core of the current leadership in
Habonim committing themselves to aliyah. it means
(hat there is a fresh vitality in the movement." •

THEY ONLY FADE AWAY...'
byArnie Friedman, Kibbutz Yizre'el

They say "old soldiers never die. they only fade away." Clearly there were no signs of fading
waistlines at the recent reunion for a group of ex-South Africans and Israelis who formed part of the
Nachal Unit stationed at Kibbutz Tzorah following the Sinai Campaign in 1956.

Earlier that year, many young South Africans, both unaffiliated and from the Zionist Youth Movements,
answered the call to join the IDF within the "Nachal" framework. They were the first of a new wave
of "Machal" volunteers, to be followed by

many more in the years thereafter.
The fifty "Nachla-im" spent six months
together in the Tzorah unit. The thirty-two
South Africans included twenty-two from
"Habonim", three from "Dror" and seven

T unaffiliated. The rest comprised of Israelis
(mostly girls) from the "Tnua Mcuchedet"
movement, and one happy result was the

marriage of Raymond and Yael Sivc.
Many of us
had not met for
(top) South

African Nahal
garin in 1956,

46 years since
tho.se heady and

at the reunion

unforgettable
days. It took a

held at Kibbutz

while

and (right) today

to

Yizre 'el.

9
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recognize each other, but after the handshakes,
hugs and kisses, old black and white photos were
passed around, stories and anecdotes told, and the
years faded away.
The reunion was initiated by Ruby Sluszny, of
Nahariya, who managed to trace almost everyone.
His investigations through the internet, email, fax
and phone took him from Israel to South Africa,
Australia and the States. Forty ex-Nachlaim
and partners arrived at the reunion. Greetings
were received from Pearl Levin in Cape Town,
Eric Friedland in Sydney and Adina Rifkin (nee
Kantor) in the States. Herman Hirschman, Dov
Ozerowitz and Robert Amoils, who live in Israel,

WHEN LES ISMORE
KID STUFF
Dr. Les Denibo, of Moshav Manof, is gen
erally reticent about his achievements. But
apparently others think differently. For 24 years,
from 1977 (when it

was established) to
2001, Les was deputy
head of the pediatrics
department at Carmel
Hospital in Haifa.
During the recent
annual conference of

were not able to attend. Sadly, Luke Lukowsky,

the Israeli Pediatric

Yehuda Kaplan and Kenny Cash passed away long

Cardiologists Associa

before the reunion.

// unanimously decided by all those at this
wonderful reunion not to wait 46 years until the
next

one...

•

MOVING FARTHER NORTH
Jon Fedler began his journalistic career
in 1964, working for a new SA Associated
Newspapers weekly, "The
N o r t h e r n R e p o r t e r. " H e

proceeded to the Rand Daily
Mail and Cape Times, did a
long stint of reporting in and
from Europe before coming
on Aliya with his wife and two
daughters, Miryam and Shira,
in 1983. The Fedlers settled

at Kibbutz Bet HaEmek in the We.stern Galilee.

After a few years in agriculture followed by a
decade of work on Israeli publications, Jon now
Joins Telfed Magazine's roving staff - again as
"Northern Reporter." Northerners are invited to
contact him with any news or suggestions for .stories
o r i n t e r v i e w s . Te l : 0 4 - 9 9 6 0 5 5 2 o r 0 5 3 - 7 9 4 2 7 6 .

Email: jonfedler@hotmail.com
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tion in Eilat, Les was
D r . L e s D e m b o a w a r d e d a c e r t i fi c a t e o f

esteem expressing appreciation for his 'devoted
and professional service to thousands of children'.
It added that he had provided an 'inspiration for
future generations of pediatricians.'
Les says that nowadays he enjoys " just doing
simple things". These include doing voluntary
work, watching sport on TV, especially cricket
and rugby, and reading. Les and his wife, Ethlee,
have four children and five grandchildren, including
twin boys bom three days before the conference to
their daughter Safra and husband Amir in Ramat
Can. The babies notes Les, "arrived just in time
so we could still make it to Eilat." •

INTER ALIA' LES
"Last night I managed to get six bulls at shooting
practice, cataracts and all. Today it's my turn to do
traffic patrol. There's a .school across the road and
at 2 p.m. we have to stop the traffic so that .some
20 buses can get across the intersection".
Talking to Dr. Les Serebro, one gets the feeling
that retirement means doing more, not le.ss. Indeed,
at 78, ten years after his official 'retirement' as
senior clinical lecturer at the Tel Aviv University's

DEOPLE
School of Dentistry, Les is not only still active in his

boundless energy as "wonderful. The fact that he's

profession, but keeps up a breathtaking roller coaster
of daily involvement in public goings-on. Much of
his time is taken up by the
Protea Village Residents*

so active means I can relax." The Serebros have

three married children, six grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren •

Association, of which he

THEARTOF LIFE

is vice chainnan, which lie

Former Zimbabwean and internationally

describes as a 'non-stop'

renowned water-colourist, Pamela Silver of

activity.

Motza Elite, recently participated at an exhibition
of Israeli contemporary art at the Robert Anderson

As Senior Clinical

Lecturer Emeritus, Les

Gallery in London. Organised by the Israel
Solidarity Campaign and

lectures voluntarily once
a w e e k t o TA U d e n t a l

students. In addition, he

D r. L e s S e r e b r o

still holds a weekly clinic for his own private
patients. For the past 10 years he has also been

an active member of the Kfar Shmaryahu Shul,
where he is a tenor in the (professional) choir.
He is also chairman of the Dental Association's
Tel Aviv arbitration committee and a member of

Sharon Rotary Club, of which he i: s past-president.
Painting was always his hobby, and now, he says,
he is starting to take it more seriously". And that,
one suspects, is just the tip of the iceberg.

the British Zionist Federation,

the exhibition "was designed
to showcase art generated in a

region typically identified by
its schisms and frequently seen

only in these terms," explains
Pamela.

"I exhibited five pieces, all created during
the last devastating suicide bus bombing in
Jerusalem. Despite the depressing situation, my

work is positive, expressing the will to carry on.

whose entire working life was spent at the Cerebral

The pieces - Veil of the Maya. Magical Symbols.
African Sunset. Woman Amongst Petals and
Magical World - were all inspired by memories

Palsy School in Te! Aviv, describes her husband's

of the softness of life in another time."

Babette Serebro, a retired speech therapist

UllnH - Computers and
netupork support
For further information,
please contact us:

•Hardware and software repairs
•Smalt and medium businesses networldng support
•Home networking support
•Special deals for new computers and accessories
•Fast and reliable seruice guaranteed

w w / w. w i n x . c o . i l

info@winx.co.il

Office (09)7744770
Selwyn Hare (052)505049
Tal Almog (052)851975
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USINESS BRIEFl

reports David E. Kaplan
Bucking the current
downward trend of the
Israeli economy, former
South Africans in the
local meat industry are
not only upbeat, but
are expanding their
operations. Telfed
Magazine spoke to four
enterprises that are

competing for market
share of an expansive
market.

M E AT M A R K E T
LOOKINO BULLISH
In most sectors

of the economy,

is American, the residue South

indicators show

African." While a wide range of

c o n s u m e r

resistance,

so the question

quite literally is "Where's the beef?"

Meatland in downtown Raanana has been in
business since 1999. More of a meat emporium,

Meatland imports all its meat from overseas,
mainly from Uruguay as well as from New
Zealand and Holland.

While biltong, boerewors and droewors
are the stock-in-trade of most South African

meat vendors, according
to company CEO. Geoff
Mallach, "these products

represent a small fraction of
our overall sales in meat. We

sell over 1000 kilos a week,

but this represents a small
fraction ofouroverall sales

in meat." Responding to the
Geoff Mallach.
CEO Meatland.

"We pride
our.selve.s on

offering good

strictly kosher meats are their main
line, Meatland stocks an extensive

range of imported kosher sauces,
condiments, marinades, spices, pickled
products, chocolates, chips and desserts.
"Our store has a cosmopolitan ambience with
all our products imported, displaying exotic labels
of tantalizing delights not available in Israeli
supermarkets. Accordingly, people are attracted
to our store. We have our ears to the ground,
listening to what people want, and if we believe

there is a market, we will try and import it."

Bokkies on the other hand, is more of a home

industry specializing in biltong, boerewors,
droewors. and beef sausage. A very successful
business run for many years' by Hilda and Dave
Hamburgerwithaveryloyalcustomerba.se, Bokkies
was recently taken over by Dr. Teddy Edelstein
and Gordon Silberstein. With advertising in

question on the impact of the
sluggish state of the Israeli

mainly community magazines, Bokkies built
a solid reputation by word of mouth "priding
themselves on the fact that their recipes captured

economy, Geoff responds

the traditional taste of most South Africans' all-

that "Meatland has been

time favourites," explains Teddy, a retired
gynecologist.
With no need to go

unaffected. Our
turnover has been

service.

increasing, as has
our customer base and product range."

into business and

Advertising extensively in the local
press has brought the brand name

activities

enough communal
and

Meatland to a wide audience across

the country. "40% of our market today
is Israeli and of the 60% balance, 70%'
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Bokkies'

(l)Gordon Silvenlein.
(r) Dr. Teddy Edelsiein.

B
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bowls to keep him "very occupied", Teddy in
his trademark high pitched voice, bellows. "1 had

to market our products nationwide."

no choice. When Dave and Hilda dropped the
bombshell that they were emigrating to England, I
exclaimed. "But for G-D's sake, who is going to

Israeli market and will start by retailing in the
delicate.ssens, pubs and small supenruirkets before
breaking into the big chain supermarkets.

make my biltong and boerewors?" "You'll find,
said Dave. Unconvinced. I

was left with no option but
to buy the business to

Big Daddy is looking to penetrate the

"Apart from the customary array of dry meat
products, we will be selling boerewors, beef
and Russian sausage and 100% ground meat
hamburger
patties. As

make sure I received

my regular meat

in

infusion."

Gordon

South

A f r i c a ,

and

we

Teddy trained for
many weeks with the

outside the Sharon

area. Gordon, a semi-

be

introducing
c h i l i -

Hamburgers ensuring
they had the recipe
pat. Today their
business is expanding
with customers from

will

fl a v o u r e d

biltong and
droewors.
We believe

Big Daddy: (l-r), Elaine Sackson-pariner Keren Sugarnmn-Mkting.
Mgr., Yossi Gatclhand-Agent, Faz Kii.snian-Par/ncr,
Denny Gallund-Agent. Brian Garb-Agent. Many Maniw-Parinei:

retired insurance agent, expands on their success.
"As frequently happens when you embark on
something not because you have to, but because
you want to, the venture turns out a greater success
than may have been anticipated." Bokkies asserts

that

the

s p i c y
fl a v o u r w i l l

go down well with Israelis." If anyone is salivating
for a taste, visit Israel's Annual Food Fair in May
at Ganei Ta'arucha, where Big Daddy will have
a stand.
cAP

that their prices are very competitive, "preferring to
keep the business as a home industry, maintaining
the high quality of our products."

The name Mickeys should
be familiar to most Southern
African meateaters. However
within the next month, the

rX?

Big Daddy is the newest kid on the block, being

name will make way for

in business some eighteen month.s. Supplying
the Southern African community with their all
time meat favourites, the partnership of Faz

Greg Wittles of Mickeys,

Kusman, Harry Manne and Elaine Sackson
are shortly to catapult their enterprise into the

big league. Explains marketing manager and

- GOURMET AFRICA, as
teams up with chef, Alan
Greg Wittles.
Gourmet Africa

Myburg. The new operation
will be manufacturing over

twenty exotic products such as Mango tfi Paw-

former Durbanite. Keren Sugarnian. "You have

Paw Chutney with Ginger, Sosatie Marinade,

caught us just as we are about to hit the market.
Our factory in Kfar Saba can produce up to four
tons of biltong. After Passover, we will be ready

Cape Gooseberry Jain and a Special Ciirrv
Mix comprising an aromatic blend of 16 exotic
spices.
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This special range was being manufactured
under the brand name. Fig Tree Cottage by Alan's

(inclusive of amounts already utilised) must apply
to the Exchange Control Department of the South

mother, an entrepreneur in Australia. "The entire
manufacturing operation has been moved lock,
stock and barrel to our new premises in Jerusalem,"
explains Alan. "Under our new brand name we
will be exporting to Hong Kong, Singapore and
Australia." Why move the operation from Australia?
Explains Greg, "Production costs are much cheaper"

African Reserve Bank for permission to do so.

and while the local economy is heading south,
African Gourmet are looking north hoping "to crack

could negatively impact the Rand's strength in

the European market within one year." Apart from
manufacturing the traditional Southern African
meat specialities, "we will be selling packaged
meals, where all you have to do is add the meat,
chicken or fish. This cooking concept is novel for
Israel and will go down well with people enjoying
exciting and more adventurous food fancies with
th e m i n i m u m a m o u n t o f w o rk."

Confident, optimistic and fired up with the
challenge, former Southern Africans in the meat
industry are unperturbed by current economic trends

as they embark on new and exciting ventures. •

U N B L O C K I N G

BLOCKED RANDS
An update by Philip Braudie
In the recent 2003 South African Budget, the

Exchange Control restrictions relating to South
Africans who have emigrated and are Non-Resident
were relaxed. The previous restrictions meant that
the asset was "blocked" in South Africa, and only

Approval will be subject to an exiting schedule,
and an exit charge of 10% of the amount.

These new regulations are an opportunity for
owners of blocked assets to remit them abroad,
at a relatively favourable Rand/$ exchange rate.
The following factors have been identified that
the foreseeable future:

High rate of interest vis-a vis major world
currencies has attracted a lot of speculative

international money looking for a high return.
Should the gap between Rand interest rates and
other major currencies decline, there could be an
exodus of these speculative monies, which could
impact on the Rand. The US $ has been weak in
expectation of the Iraq war. Once the war is finished,
and stability returns to the financial markets, then

the US$ can be expected to strengthen, resulting
in a weaker Rand.

Over time, funds that emigrants have not been
able to take offshore, and were "blocked," have
generally been placed in semi-annual coupon
paying government bonds. The reason for this
is that while principal amounts could not be
repatriated, the coupon could be. Unfreezing
blocked funds, estimated to be between RIO-12

billion in size, not only carries an implicit element
in Rand weakness, but may also damage the local
bond market when the time comes for emigrants
to sell these assets.

the income generated could be transferred to the
owner abroad.

Anglo Capital Limited
www.anglocapiial.com or Tel:+972-2-992 1519), are

The following regulations were introduced by the

Inclependeni Financial Advisors, registered with the Israel
Securities Authority. They have a netivork oj professional
contacts with banks, financial advisors and accountants in

2003 Budget:
Amounts up to R750,000 (inclusive of amounts
already utilized) will be eligible for offshore
remittance without charge, and holders of blocked

assets wishing to take out more than R750, 000
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South Africa, and could a.ssist individuals in unwinding their
blocked as.sets. and re-invesling them in an international
conle.xt, so as to provide income or capital growth, and deal
with e.siale planning and taxation issues.
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REHCH
By David E. Kaplan

nsKing
ayouDavid
ngpuSchool,
pliat

in
Johannesburg, Colin Price
excelled in geography, enjoying an inquiring
fascination with natural disasters such as earth

quakes. volcanic eruptions, tidal waves, avalanches,
tornados and hurricanes. A B.Sc. and Masters at

TAU specializing in thunderstorms and lightening
followed, and then a Ph.D. at Columbia Univer

sity, where he researched at NASA the relationship
between global warming and thunderstorms. Since
1995, Colin has been lecturing as an Assistant
Professor in Atmospheric Sciences at TAU.

OR THE
STHRS
Elves, sprites, trolls and goblins.
Small, elusive, fantastical creatures
out of Shakespeare's 'Midsummer's
Night Dream'? "We looked to the Barb,"
explains former South African Dr. Colin

Price of Tel Aviv University (TAU), for the
naming of relatively unknown spectacular
visual phenomena that appear above
electrical thunderstorms.

SHEDDINO NEW LIGHT

"With seemingly less marvels of nature to
discover, it is always exhilarating to still come

about these relatively unknown phenomena has
tantalizingly posed for Colin his scientific Quest

across new wonders," explains Colin. "A little
over a decade ago, colleagues of mine discov
ered unusual flashes of light occurring way above
thunderstorms. Unlike lightening, they were red
in colour and very short-lived. The flashes lasted

for the Holy Grail.

a fraction of a second, so that if one blinked, one

documented and the considered wisdom was

could easily miss it." Learning substantially more

that it was a figment of the imagination. And
then purely by chance, images were picked up

A5H0TINTHE DARK

"There had been reports for hundreds of years

that these things existed but there was nothing

on camera taken from an earlier space shuttle,

capturing what appeared to look like lightening
moving upwards instead of downwards towards
earth. Then, again by chance, an American astrono
mer was examining some shots he had taken and
picked up on a surprising huge flash of light in the
distance. On further examination, it was ascertained
that it had occurred above a region well known for
thunderstorms." The connection was made.

"Normally, the physical components of weather

such as clouds and lightning appear in the lower 10-
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20 k/m belt of the earth's atmosphere," continues
Colin. "This flash was between 50-100 k/m's above

the earth's surface! This Is what initially caught
the interest of the scientific community. Then,
one night in 1993, in Fort Collins, Colorado, over
200 sightings were recorded." By now Colin was

information about the location, timing and prop
erties of global thunderstorms that produce these
fascinating phenomena.
To further advance the study, it was hoped that
at some time soon in the future, observations could
be conducted from space.

totally bitten by the bug. "I joined a team in Colo
rado with highly sophisticated video and camera

THE BIC BREAK

equipment. We waited for the thunderstorms to
move away from us over the horizon so that the

In 1995 Shimon Peres approached President
Clinton to canvass the possibility of an Israeli par

lightning would not blind or influence our view
of the atmosphere above the thunderstorm."

ticipating in a future space flight. The President

Colin becomes quite poetic in describing their
sightings. "They were all different shapes and

assured him that he would pursue the request and
the wheels started turning. "The approval came

with the proviso that Israel would provide not only
sizes. Some looked liked like Jellyfish ljthct>''j '^ttj),.ast|'oftaut, G61.11an Ramon, but would propo.se

like carrots. And although less than a frattion^ ^r.Yn«»i
fimmpntc
t mnl
icted wi
iCxpe^i
eptsthri
that
coulddhe
bernndi
conducted
withi
thinn the
the
of a second in duration

, they weie^hugC/a few„ Ift'imq-cdhstraint pFa Tt^-day shutle mission.

registering 30 k/m's
wide. They gave the
impression of crea
tures Hectingly and
yet Joyously danc
ing in the heavens

■

\

i:

'■

It

was

ttruly
t

a

D r. C o l i n F r i c e

f e a t h e r i n TA U ' s

with Col. Ilaii

cap when, "our
Geo-Physics

Ramon (z'l)
at Tel Aviv
U n i v c r. K i i Y.

above the tumult of

and Planetary

Science Depart
ment was chosen

Hence the names

to submit propos
als," proudly

scientists have

recalls Colin.

given these pranc
ing phenomena.
"The Sprites are

"We submitted

the thunderstorm."

two. The one

shaped like a Jel
lyfish and last up

project was to
.study desert dust
particles that can

to 50 milli.seconds,

influence rainfall

10 times longer than
the Elves, which are bagel in shape - circles of

light with holes in the middle."
All fired up, Colin returned to Israel and

proceeded to set up a station in Mitzpe Ramon
in the Southern Negev. to detect radio signals

produced by the sprites and elves from around
the world. The signals can provide additional

production as
well as climatic conditions on earth. The second,
which has been my fascination - was to observe,
photograph and document the visual phenomena

above thunderstorms." There was one problem,
but NASA was most accommodating.
"For our dust experiment the shuttle had to
shift into an upside-down position for best visual
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advantage, while for the experiments on the Sprites
and Elves, the shuttle had to be facing sideways
towards the earth's horizon to best observe the

flashes above thunderstorms. On the ground, we

the past and a commitment to the future. From
Yad Vashem he took a drawing of a young
boy, who died during the holocaust, showing
his impression of what the earth would look
like from the moon. Another item was a Sefer

concurrently tracked the radio signals produced
by the thunderstorms, while the astronauts photo

Torah belonging to my colleague at TAU, Prof,

graphed the sprites and elves

Joachim Yosef, who celebrated his barmitvah

in Bergen-Belsen. The Sefer Torah was given
to Joachim as a barmitzvah present from Rabbi

from above.

"Working in collabora

Samuel Dasberg, who prepared him for his

tion with us, were teams

Sprites
and ,

in Taiwan, Japan, New Zea
land, USA and Hungary. They

barmitzvah and who knew he
would not survive

Goblin

the

all had ground base instrumentation,
searching for the radio signals from lightning that

holocaust.

Both these items

were displayed to

produce the phenomena."

the world from space

P R E PA R I N G F O R L I F T O F F

Col. Han Ramon worked closely for four years
with the TAU team. "He was a special human

being. A hero of the airforce that had participated
in the bombing of the Iraqi reactor in 1981, he

was nevertheless such a down-to-earth guy, very
modest and as a son of holocaust survivors, never

forgot his background. He took with him into
space a number of items that reflect a pledge to

by Ilan during an interview
with the international TV

networks. Although tragically lost with the
crew of the Columbia, they survive because the

stories of two holocaust survivors, a young boy
and a rabbi, hardly known before, are today an
integral part of Jewish Memory." [5ee page 20.
'Kaddish for a Sefer Torah']

Also not lost were many of the experiments
carried out by Ilan and his fellow
astronauts. "Some eighty experi
ments - medical, biological and
ours, which were climate ori

entated - were performed on
the shuttle, with the astronauts

working around the clock in
shifts. Our experiments were

particularly successful.
Out of the 16- day mission, a
total of 11 hours were assigned

for sprite observations, always
on the night side of the earth and
over the tropics where most of
the world's thunderstorms occur.
While 20% of our data was lost
100

DISTANCE (km)
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^OVERSTOR^:
with the shuttle, we are thankful that 80% was

downlinked to earth before the tragedy." At the
time of this interview, most of the data had not as

yet been analyzed, but Colin and his colleagues
are very upbeat anticipating from cursory view

explains Colin.
With enough odd-bods occupying the ground
floor, we shouldn't be surprised to find some
colourful competitors with their heads firmly in
the clouds. •

ing, major revelations. "Interestingly, this was the
first time that the phenomenon had been observed
over Africa. We will have to correlate our find

ings with measurements computed from ground
in.strumentation to try and understand what type of

thunderstorms produce the fascinating formations

Largest Selection of English-language
Books in Israel

Buying & Selling
QUALITY USED BOOKS

that occur above them. At the moment we have

more questions than answers. There is a great deal
of detective work ahead, but it is very exciting.
"We are keen to leiirn whether Sprites, Elves,

Goblins and Trolls appear over Israel. Our storms

occur only in winter and we will either take photos
from a plane or from a high spot on Mt. Hermon "

87 Allenby St., Tel Aviv
Tel/Fax 03-6299710, halpbook@netvision.net.il
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ELICION.

"Below is a sermon delivered recently by Rabbi Jack Riemer in the USA. In
addition to our successful scientific mission on the Space Shuttle, Columbia, there
was also a very moving historic and personal side related to one of our chief scientists of

the MEIDEX mission from Tel Aviv University, Prof. Joachim Yosef."
Dr. Colin Price, Tel Aviv University. 3 Mar 2003
[see Cover Story, page 16]

KADDISH FOR A
SEFERTORAH

for Rabbi Samuel Dasberg to unfurl the tiny Sefer
Torah, handwritten by a scribe, on a parchment
scroll four and a half inches tall.

Shavuot, Yizkor, 5763
Rabbi Jack Riemer

Thirteen-year-old Joachim Yosef chanted the

a Safer Torah that lived for a fairly long time, and
then disappeared in the sight of all the world.

blessings as the rabbi had taught him. Today a 71 year-old Israeli physicist, at Tel Aviv University,
Prof. Yosef recalls that "Somebody fished out a

It is the story of a Sefer Torah that made its

gave it to me as a barmitzvah present. They all came

I want to say Kaddish for a special scroll today,

first known appearance in the very depths of
Hell, and made its last appearance in the heights
of heaven.

First listen to its story, as appeared in the
Washington Post-

piece of a chocolate that he had been saving and
up to me, "now you are barmitvah. now you are an

adult. We are so very proud of you. Mazel tov!"
I felt so good. And then everything was quickly
taken down, and we went out to roll call."

Rabbi Dasberg also gave Yosef a gift that day.

"A barmitzvah took place before dawn on a
Monday in March, 1944, inside a barrack at the
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp. Those who
were strong enough covered the windows with
blankets and stood guard. Four candles, scrounged
from somewhere, gave off enough flickering light

He presented him with the miniature Torah scroll

from which he had read his parasha. He said: "It
is yours to keep. I am sure that I will not get out
of this place alive, but maybe you will." And the
13-year-old boy promised that "if 1 ever got out of
here, I will relate this story of my barmitzvah."

Rabco
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & CONSULTANTS LTD.

Jack Rabin (oip. Law uct)
Visit us at our new offices at Toyota Towers
Ylgal Alon Street, Tel Aviv
* Property Consultants * Property Portfolio Management
ROB 20395, Tel Aviv 61203, Israel Tel: 03-624-1718 Fax:03-624-1798
2 0

Wall of Memory
Kupishok, Lithuania
The descendants of the levvish Communit}' of Kupishok have
decided to erect a memoriai wall In the s^'iagogue situated at
Gucevlciaus 3.

Please examine the website: www.shtetlinks.jewishgen.org
and then proceed to the Kupishok website, which is Kupiskis/
Kupishok.htm

This website provides full details of the Wall of Memoi}' as
well as a list of names of our families who we know were mur
dered in the summer of 1941.

To ensure that the list is accurate, please communicate immediately.

In Israel; Shapironi@cc.hujl.ac.il
In the USA: Bery\20852@^o\.com

The story of that Sefer Toroh iva5 told to the
world on January 2lst, when Col. Ilan Ramon,

Israel'sfirst astronaut, held the scroll aloft during a
live teleconference from aboard the space shuttle
'Columbia

"This Torah was given by a rabbi to a young,
scared, thin, thirteen-year-old boy in BergenBelsen," Ramon addressed the world from inside

the space shuttle. "It represents the ability of the
Jewish people to survive, to move from black days,
from periods of darkness and reach periods of
hope and faith in the future."

And then, II days after that broadcast from

f u l fi l l e d i t s m i s s i o n .

Let me explain.
Some years ago, Ilan was visiting the home of
Prof. Yosef and noticed the miniature Sefer Torah
on a shelf in his study. The professor explained how
he had come by the Sefer Torah in Bergen-Belsen.
He related chapters of his early childhood - that he
was born in Berlin and raised in Amsterdam and

that he had watched with interest as older boys in
his neighborhood celebrated their barmitzvahs'.
His father, a lawyer, was not particularly religious,
but several of his uncles were, and they would
sometimes take him with them when they attended

space, Columbia, with all its crew on board,

synagogue. Joachim Yosef was not particularly
devoted to Jewish rituals, but was nevertheless

disintegrated on its return path to earth. However,

excited about his approaching barmitzvah.

I refuse to believe that the Sefer Torah on board

simply vanished. 1 believe that the Sefer Torah

And then the Nazis came.

The family was sent to a Dutch prison camp
called Westerbork, late in 1942. A year later, the
Yosefs were brought to Bergen-Belson, where

sixty thousand people perished including their
landsman, Anne Frank.
Yosefs father and mother were sent to different

sections of the camp. He and his younger brother
ended up in a barrack with Rabbi Dasberg, the
former chief rabbi of the Netherlands. When the

rabbi heard that Joachim Yosef was approaching the

age of bar mitzvah, he asked if he could teach him,
and they studied together secretly at night. A few
months later. Rabbi Dasberg was taken away, just a

few months before British troops liberated the camp.
Joachim had hidden the Torah at the bottom of his

Agent Brkm Oorb
064-326508 09-7742713
New! Order via the r>et

backpack. It stayed there, undetected, as conditions
in the camp had deteriorated. Approaching his !4th

birthday, he weighed only 42 pounds.
After morning roll call, it was his job to limp

www.bigdoddy.co.il

from bunk to bunk, checking to see if those who

email; orders@bi9dQddy.c0.il

were still in bed were alive or had died during the

Now gas pocked - We post worldwide

night. If any had died, it was his job to drag the
corpse outside and wait for a cart to come by, so
that he could load it on.
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Freedom came out of the blue. In February.
1945, a maternal uncle who had fought for the
French Resistance, secured fake passports for
Joachim and his family. The brothers and their
parents, emaciated and near death, were reunited

and months later, the family sailed on a British

the globe would see it and learn its history. "I'm
not sorry that it is gone. It did what it. perhaps,
was destined to do."

Another thought came to my mind when 1 read
this story. It is the story that we read on Yom Kippur
of Rabbi Hanina ben Teradion, who was taken

military ship to Palestine.
For the next four decades, Joachim said little

out and martyred, wrapped in a Sefer Torah. The

about his experiences during the Holocaust. Not
surprising, he wanted to stop the nightmares; he
wanted to move on. Immersing himself in the

Asked by his students: "what do you see?" the

study of atmospheric physics, Joachim obtained a

words. Rabbi Hanina ben Teradion died.

doctorate from UCLA and pioneered experiments

Romans tied him to a stake, and then set it alight.
Rabbi answered, "I see the scroll being burned,
and I see the letters flying away." And with these

I think that what the rabbi meant by those words

in how dust particles in the atmosphere affect the

was that the physical scroll, the parchment, could

climate. And that is how he came to meet Ilan

be burned, but the Torah itself was indestructible.

Ramon. And then when Ramon saw the miniature

As the parchment caught fire and began to bum, the
letters flew up to heaven. And so it is, I believe, with

Sefer Torah on the shelf in Dr. Yosef s home, he

inquired about it, and so Dr. Yosef related the story.
A few months later. Ramon called from Houston

and asked if he could take the Sefer Torah along
with him into space.
Joachim has no regrets.

this Sefer Torah, that went up in smoke together
with the seven brave astronauts. The parchment

may have been destroyed, but the story lives on.
And so today, we say Yizkor, not only for the
souls of Ilan and the six Americans - male and

When the rabbi presented him with the Sefer
Torah on his bar mitzvah, he could hardly have

We also say Yizkor for a Sefer Torah that found

imagined that one day there would be a Jewish
state, that would produce a Jewish astronaut and

its way with a rabbi into Bergen-Belsen to come
out with a young boy and then make its way to

who would then proudly carry it into space. Rabbi

the land of Israel.

Dasberg could not have imagined that tliis astronaut
would proudly hold this Sefer Torah before world
television and that billions of people all around

Its journe\ would continue from Tel Aviv to Houston
and from Houston to the very heights of heaven,

female, white and black, Hindu and Christian.

hefore it fell back to the earth. It did its Job.

D e s i g n s

For all your Carpentry Needs

Experts in Kitchen and Bath Cabinets.

Wall units, Office Furniture and more.
lOiih c/l Qfcudi (HeejOrd.
Special discounts for

members of the SAZF

04-6227572 www.carpentry.co.il
050-322165
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jy^re you a graduate of Machon

NOTICE

L'madrichim?
The Institute for Jewish Leaders from
Abroad was established in 1946 and has
trained more than 11,000 students

from ail over the world since its

/

What are you doing tonight?

establishment.

If you are part of this great

THE N/GHT AFTER SEDER

educational institute, and if you
still have great memories from

Nothing would fit me, not even a blouse.

your time at the Machon - join

The matzah, the farfel, the charoset I ate,

us. The Machon L'madrichim has

After both the Sedarim, had gone to my waist.

recently established an Alumni

When I got on the scales there arose such a number!

Association, for the Machon

When I walked over to shul

Alumni in Israel and abroad.

(less a walk than a lumber)
(Read the rest on Telfed's website.)

The Alumni Association will be

'Twas the night after Seder, and all through the house

holding a first ever reunion for all
Machon graduates since 1946 in
Jerusalem Oct. 23-26, 2003
S AV E T H E D AT E !

www.telfed.org.il

* Live news on Israel on the home page
* On-line classified ads

*Info on Aliyah and Klitah

For more information and to join
the Alumni Association, please

contact: Anat Green-Ragen. Tel. (02)6216096,
Fax: (02)6216098
email:machonamuta@jtizo.org.il

— Qualify of Life Activities for

Mortgage Notice
If you plan to apply for the Telfed Additional
Mortgage Loan - do not apply to a bank for
your First Mortgage until you have spoken to
Susan at (09)744-6110 ext.3.

Children
Applications for assistance for

Pamela Silver Exhibition

children to attend after-school

Museum Chan, Ashkelon

activities or summer camps can be
made to Telfed. Call Renee at

Opening 24th June until 7th July

(09)744-6110, ext. 3.

ANYONE FOR TENNIS!
Feeling inspired by having watched the Australian
Open? Want to learn or improve your game? The
Israel Tennis Centre in asstx:iation with Telfed is

offering unique programmes for beginner, intermedi
ate and advanced players.
To find out more:

Visit Telfed's website at www.teifed.oig.il

Changed pur address or
phone number?
Please let us knov/l

Telfed fries fo keep up-to-date records of
Southern Africans in Israel.

We need your help to do so.

Phone Sharon or Renee (09)744-6110.

BEST-SELLER BOOKCLUB
IN RAANANA
SEEKS NEW MEMBERS.
FOR INFO.

BOARD

CALL SHARON 09 - 744 61 lOl

Brakpan Reunion
A reunion for ex-Brakpanites is being planned.
For further details,

please contact:
Tsemach Bloomberg (053) 859455
T z e m a c h b @ i n t e m e t - z a h a v. n e t

PORT ELIZABETH REUNION
The Port Elizabeth Reunion wil take place at Protea Vilage on
26 May, 2003 at 7.00 pm. if you have not already done so

and you are interested In attending, please call or e-mail:

Ex-Namlliian

Maleom Finn at 09-9561839 mflnn(^netvislon.net.il, or

Reunion

Lynn Goodman at 03-5341432, lynngood@barak-online.net

1 am planning a reunion for

CAREGIVERS' COURSE

all cx-Namibians

for the early summer.

SAZF (Israel) - TELFED will soon proceed with
a comprehensive course to U^in

Please contact:

companions to the elderly.

Ralph Lcwisohn at

iThc course wil be given in English by healthcare profcs.sionals
If you require such a service, or would like to do the course,
contact Sharon at 09-7446110 ext.8, during office hours.

tel/fax 08-680-9730 or

by e-mail:

ralph@kfar-a2a.0rg.il

Y E S H I VA

COLLEGE

J U B I L E E

Graduates & teachers contact

Richard (Shavei-Tzion) at
Rs-wcm@zahav.net.il

Vl/ANTED: Companies and Organisations to hire volunteer interns
The Professional Internship Program run by the Aliyah Movement of the Jewish Agency is looking for

placements for Interns. Our interns are young Jewish students and professionals, ages 19-30, who
ere Interested In gaining work experience in Israel.

If vou are interested in em^loyinq a volunteer intern, please contact: Vered lavish (02)6204348, veredl@jtzo.org.il
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TELFEDTIDINdS
—' Reports staff corespondent Naomi Heim
Telfed is abuzz - new committees and projects are keeping the stajfand volunteers on their toes
on a fuU-time basis. The special energy and enthusiasm of our volunteer force of lay-leaders is
matched only by the diversity of talents they bring to our organization. The Telfed staff's dedication
to the cause combines to make this a winning team. We have a new executive committee, a first-ever
Board of Governors, new leadership co-opted onto new committees, new chairs ofe.xisting commit
tees and new aliyah projects in the pipelines. The critics may say "too many committees but one
senses a vibrancy, a sense of purpose and a clear response, as ever, to the needs of the community.
REGIONAL COMMITTEE
ACTIVITIES
No surprise to anybody that Max Canard was
reelected as Chairman of the Netanya Regional

traditional staff-executive gathering rang out the
old, and rang in the new, with Solly Sacks in his
new role as Chairman of Telfed.

VISITING CROUPS

Committee at its recent AGM. The well-attended

In February, we hosted the leadership of

meeting was addressed by guest-speaker Rrenda

all South African youth

Katten, Chairperson of the Public MjpiV"'

and student movements

participating in the Hazon

Affairs Department

program, and the Heritage
group comprising young
community activists. These
group visits go a long way

of World WIZO.
A n n e t t e M i l l i n e r.
Vice-Chair of the
Te l f e d N a t i o n a l
Executive

toward improving the honest

and

exchange of ideas between us

and our counterparts in the

Sidney Shapiro,
D i r e c t o r o f Te l f e d .

community down South.

Ra'anana's AGM

Youth and Student Movement leadership

will be held on

visits Telfed offices.

Sunday, May 11 th at
the Shivtei Yisrael Shul Hall with Rabbi Michael

Melchior as guest speaker. The Kfar Saba/Hod
HasharonAGM is planned for May 26th at Beit
HaStudent. The guest speaker will be Freda Keet.
The re-launching of the Jerusalem Regional Com
mittee will tkeplaceon May 22nd. BeitShcmcsh

JOBS FOR PALS
The word is out that we are networking and

resourcing in our quest for jobs for our pals - and
it's beginning to show results, with more and more
of our fellow South Africans offering us assistance.
(see page 30)

S.A.

w i l l f o l l o w.

REVISITED
Te l f e d

EXECUTIVE FUNCTION

well represented
in S.A. during the

March 27th was the date for our festive gettogether at the Ra'anana Bowling Club, organized
as a tribute to David Kaplan, the past Chairman,
and Hertzel Katz. recently-elected as the first
President of the Telfed Board of Governors. The
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was

past few months.
Telfed Chairman Solly Sacks, Israel Hilary Kaplan
Centre Director Michael Mensky,
Chief Rabbi Cyril Harris. Telfed
Director Sidney Shapiro

and

Janine

yELFEDTIDINCi
Gelley both took valuable time off their personal
visits to meet extensively with representatives of
the community, and brought back their up-to-date

impressions of the scene in S.A. Chairman Solly

Sacks and Director Sidney Shapiro returned from

a very hectic week in Johannesburg, Cape Town
and Durban at the beginning of March, where they
met with the Jewish leadership. Israel is once again
back on the Jewish communal agenda.

TH E BARN EY MARK & FAMILY
VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR
AWARD a002)
Five worthy nominations for this award were
received. The award-

winning presentation
will be made at a show
case event on 4th June at

Beth Protea, honouring
all of Telfed's creative,

hard-working and dedi
cated volunteers. The
theme of volunteerism is

one of two major themes

workshops were held together with the professional
staff of Beth Protea.

Constrained by our small complement of staff
and limited budget, Telfed today relies more and
more on its volunteers. Telfed Director, Sidney
Shapiro is upbeat about this new trend. "Without
our increasing cadre of volunteers," he explains,
"we would not be able to service all the families

around the country that approach us. We are now
in a position, with the continuous support of Beth
Protea social worker Ziona Kemclman. to guide

our people through the labyrinth of Israeli bureauc
racy and direct those in need to the appropriate

organisations and institutions for financial assist

ance." The project has had the spin-off of attract
ing volunteers from all over
New Telfed Executive
the country, who were keen
Chairman: Solly Sacks
to become involved in the

i Vice Chairs: David Bloom, Anthony
Maisels, Annette Milliner.
Treasurer: Ilz Kalmanowitz

Committee: Morris Borsuk, Max Canard.
Clive Chitiz, Barbara Dyer-Orvitz. Janine

Gelley, David Kaplan, Hilar}' Kaplan.
Barry Komel. Meyer Planer. Itz Stein. Jack

Trappier. Julius Weinstein. Marcclle Weiss,

community. Susan Sharon
is coordinating the project
supported by Shula Rubinow
and Debbie Chitiz.

We are always on the
lookout for additional vol
unteers from all over the

being stressed within the Michelle Wolff
country, and if you feel that
Aliyah Department of the j Observers: Leon Moss.
you have time on your hands
Jewish Agency this year,
and would like to be of assistance then please call
and Telfed is often cited as a role-model organiza
Susan (ext. 204) or Debbie (ext. 205).
tion in this respect.(Info: Sharon, (09)744-6110, x201)
B R E A K FA S T C L U B
Our popular Breakfast Club meetings will be
a regular feature in the boardroom at the Telfed
Offices, the next to be held on Tuesday, 13th May,

at 10.00 am. For details and reservations please
call either Sharon or Naomi (x219) at the Telfed
o f fi c e . *

FIELD WORKERS'PROJECT
Telfed recently initiated a nationwide project,
enrolling volunteers from all over the country to
assist vvith home visits. To prepare our volunteers,

H E L P I N O o t h e r s AT T E L F E D :
A TWO WAY STREET
Following a Telfed study indicating a serious
need to help members in our community in situ
ations, such as olim children requiring help with
school tuition or elderly people needing compan
ionship, Telfed's project PRAS was born. Ten
students who had previously received a Telfed

Scholarship were selected to participate in the
pilot project. "We knew there would be Telfed
scholarship students who would jump at the oppor

tunity to be able to contribute something back to
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'ELFEDTIDINCl
the community that had supported them," explains

Susan Sharon, Telfed's staff member dealing with

Solly and Ghita Sacks on the births of their
first grandchildren. Mazal Tov to Michele and

scholarships. "What's more, the work is rewarding

Sidney Shapiro on the birth of a grandson.

and inculcates in our young adults the important
value of communal service." The selected students

I Mazal Tov to Leon Moss on his

are geographically matched with their clients in
areas throughout Israel.

^ years young than 40 years old,"

Debbie Chitiz, the office coordinator, says

70th birthday, "It's better to be 70

m r e m a r k e d L e o n w r y l y. •

that feedback from the clients as well as the stu

SCULPTURE

dents has been extremely positive. "The students

P R E S E N TAT I O N

are thoroughly enjoying the project. Seeing the

benefits and joy they are bringing to young and
old, has brought added depth and meaning to
their young lives," says Debbie.
TELFEDTIDBITS
Telfed conveys hearty
congratulations to Martin
a n d To b y L e w a k a n d

A presentation of three sculptures
by the late world-renowned South
African sculptor Lippy Lipshitz,
was recently made to Beth Protea by

the Lipshitz family. Telfed has been
instrumental in

seeking public
space for the
exhibition of his
work.

Te l f e d

Vice-chairman
(above) Proud grandfather
Martin Lewak (Telfed's financial
controller) with his new
grandson, Guy. (r) Leon with his
wife, Ann, and brother, Avron.

Dave Bloom,
represented

Leah Bettman,

Telfed at the daughter of Lippy
c e r e m o n y. ♦ L i p s h i t z .

TELFED'S COMMUNITY FUNDINC PROGRAM
Looking back over the year 2002, Telfed feels a sense of great satisfaction in that It could assist some

940 family units and also 54 institutions in Israel. This was made possible, in the main, by the many Trust
Funds which Telfed administers.

The difficult economic situation seemed to be the main reason for fewer people seeking loans as compared
to 2001 ( NIS 1,326,600 was lent to some 75 borrowers ) whilst 385 families and singles were given non
repayable financial assistance amounting to almost NIS 1 million. With many members of our community
reaching senior citizen status and with the depreciating rand, Telfed was able to assist many elderly Southern
Africans with supplementary monthly income. At the other end of the spectrum, children with special needs
were assisted with counseling and educational facilities.

In addition to Telfed's special efforts to help find employment for job-seekers (see article page 26) bridging
funds were provided in special cases to the unemployed until they obtained gainful employment. Grants
also helped alleviate difficult situations in the form of assistance towards living expenses, medical and
dental costs and private lessons and extra-mural activities for children.

Education and the acquisition of a gainful career are of paramount importance to Telfed and its Trust Funds.

As such, in 2002, 530 students. Southern Africans, other immigrants and native Israelis, received study
bursaries which totaled NIS 1,500,000.

We cannot rest on our laurels and are forging ahead in the hope that we can raise additional funds to
enable us to assist even more people.
28
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LevUhTilfed Director 1949-I962, presenting Telfed's
"70years ofSoittbern African Aliyah" to President

Chaim Herzog. (Nick Alhc^fr center)

Lcib Frank, Tetfed Director 1962-1978
sits in a meeting with the legendary
David Ben-Gurion.

NickAlhadeff, Tclfed
Chairman 1990-1994.

leading a Telfed delegation
to President Ezer Wcizman.

TELFED
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
SAZF (Israel) is 55 years old —it's birthday precedes thai
of the Slate of Israel. It opened shop at the end of 1947 to
assist Southern African volunteers who came to fight in

jaKlBei/TZSHEWYW

^ nmNH na

the emerging State's War of Independence. It's illustrious
history since those early pioneering years, has in many
respects been shaped by the high calibre of its leadership.
Seven renowned
individuals, who over the

1986. meets Yltzchak Rabin at a banquet.

years have been at the
helm of the organisation,
were elected by the

Hertz^ KBIZ TelfeJ Chairman
1979-82 and 1996-97. shokina

Executive as the first to

hands with Defense Minister Moshe

ascend to Telfed's ncwly-

Arens at Telfed's 40th anniversary
celebration.

Morris Borsuk. Telfed Chairman, 1983-

eslablisiied Board of
(Jovernors (BOG).

eon Charney.
"elfed Chairman
Julius ^Neinstein. Chmrman 8AA^S.M I972-I9HO;

President 1980-1988: Founding Meni^ofthe BOG of

986-1990.

elcomed by

the reconstituted Jewish Agettcy 1971: WorMChairman 1

'rime Minister

of Youth Alivali
1978: with Menacheni Begin.
^

Itzchak Shamir.

'ELFEDTIDIN<iS_

A CALL TO THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN COMMUNITY
More and more Southern Africans need assistance and employment in the current economic environment.
Now more than ever before, the South African community HAS to make a conscious effort to actively support

each other and formalise our community base and commitment to each other.
Our goals are: To create a formal working network of the South African Community to help opens doors
to job seekers and help support e.xisting South African business concerns suffering in the current economic
situation. To give South Africans the skills, training <6 support to make themselves employable
TACHLISa What are WE doing and how can YOU help.

^ Enscreen
p
iO
l ynC
iapplicants
nt; Let usand
know
when an openn
i g becomes avaa
li be
ln
i your company.We wli
endeavour to place according to their e.xperience and capabilities.
2 Support: Buy products and services through SouthernAfrican concerns.
'2 PrOfCSSiOndl HdUiCO: Ofrer your time & advice to Southern Africans looking for work in
your field.

flOtUJOrkinQ; Sub.scribe to our 5A Network Directory through our website: www.telfed.org.il:
A We plan within a short time to make a hard copy available to all South Africans across the
country. Subscription fee only 18 shekels per annum. Help promote yourself and support
Southern Africans.

- Cottage Industry: Now is the time to think laterally and creatively. We are in the process

5 of finding to promote 5-4 Cottage Industries. Let us know what you are selling. Buy 5A
Cottage Industry products.

/T ROSOUrCCS, Dondtions, IdCOS: We are .setting up this infrastructure with a limited budget.
^ Anything you can contribute in terms of time, resources and ideas wil make all the difference.

y Iflore Resources: ofer your work place to run courses, network events and telethons, HR
personnel, offer prizes to incentive participation.

RECOGniTIOR: We plan to have a tribute to 5A husine.sses in Israel next year. Everyone's
efforts and participation will be acknowledged and rewarded.
Please complete the form beloui and mail to: naomih@telfed.org.iI, fax (09)744-6112

Name
Address:

Contact

Te l e p h o n e
Email

Please circle the topics in which you are interested: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3 0

ar^rn^'

0

■ V

o
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BETH PBOTEA OH A WAR FOOTING
We've all heard of Dad's army, so I suppose this was more like grandpa & grand
ma's brigade. The Home Front at Beth Protea was ready for anything nasty that
Saddam may have lobbed in our direction. Zundel Fish, Head of the Residents
Committee, organised a few emergency drills and everyone knew where to scurry
off to in case of the siren sounding. Fortunately we didn't have to put any of our
newfound skills into action.

Otherwise it has been business as usual - concerts, lectures, and outings - no

reason for normal activities to be on hold just to oblige Monsieur Hussein. In between, of
course, everyone was glued to the television.

Celebrating overcoming villains of old, Furim proved a wonderful
diversion with Fiddler on the Roof as our theme. The Art Department

produced exquisite authentic shtettel backdrops to the wonderful dance
scenes performed by both staff and residents cho
reographed by liana Slomowitz. And what with
the Purim Shpieliers, we could well have been in
a Lithuanian shtelel. The rcbbe and his Yentel.

alias Tamar and Lynn, stole the show with their

At the Belli Protea

Purim pariy:(above}
So convineinfi
Lynn Lochoff's
costume that comments
were heard, " Where is

performance and costumes. Barney Marks won

the Director tonii^ht'.'"
II) "Baby" Barney

1st Prize for his creative outfit.

Mark and "Nurse"

T I AV E O U T
The Protea Morning
Club has arranged a trip
to Eilat from the 11 - 14th

May and Friends of Beth
Protea are invited to join us.

We will be staying at the 5

\v

Jane Fresco; (far
right), Dora Shwabsky
and Mabel Large;
{below}, Hannah
Kaplan and Harold
Broudie

A PROTEAN PURIM

star Sheraton Moriah Hotel

(including half board). We
will be sightseeing on route

with a fully qualified guide. For further details,
call Channi or Ziona (09)9595290.
reports Channi Hurwiiz
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by David E. Kaplan

^RT SCENE
Debbie Kampel (nee Morgenstern) has
come a long way since she first exhib
ited at Telfed's 'Art Festival' in 1986 in

HER EYE ON

Herzliya.

A resident ofAlon Shviit In THE R O A D

Gush Etzion since 1974, former

d i ac y

Johannesburger Debbie has
developed into an internationally recognized
artist capturing the unique colours and contours

startling", in the
words of Sylvia A.

of the Judean landscape. In recent years her art
has shifted from the broad expanse of her local

tor of Yeshiva University

countryside to zooming in close-up on the trucks
that ply its roads.

and landscape before her, Debbie

that

is

Herskowitz, the Direc

Museum, New York. With easel

began to merge the two, capturing
up-front the "vitality of the terrain and
communicating its energy. That's how I

Conrocky
rtaryo
tterrain
comm
onpeisrceapo
itn,h
tehylirich
andin
of Judea
landscape
colour that more often displays a clearer and sharper
contrast between seasons than elsewhere in Israel.

got into painting trucks. I started looking

This is evident from "the muted, somewhat burnt

closer at my subject matter and marvelling
at what I had been missing before. There I
was painting the countryside - its rocks and

colours of the dry. blazing hot summers, to the

clean white specks of snow during the frosty cold
winters, from the crisp colours of the wild flowers
of autumn to the arresting range of bright colours
of the orchids that patchwork much of Judea,"
;to

explains Debbie. "As I have grown over the years
know and love this area,

outcroppings, the weeds, grass, trees, ancient
hills and roads. Suddenly I started to take
cognizance of big, bright looming trucks
each with its own peculiar character. There
were big ones and

I have sought to capture
its quintessential features

small. Some were

on canvas."

While some trucks

new, others old.
retained the metal

ROADWORTHY

lic sheen of an up

In recent years Deb
bie's landscapes have
taken on a new perspec
tive. Her early panoramic

market commercial
vehicle, others were

bright coloured
and decorated, the

bird's-eye view of the
Judean hills and valleys,

personal prefer
ence of the par

which covered her entire

t i c u l a r d r i v e r. "

canvas, had the artist set

way back from the land
scape. As if switching to
a close-up lens, Debbie's
art today, has "an imme-

i:'\i -1.

RTSCENEhalf expects to hear a
thunderous horn or hooter

blasting a warning to step out the way of
the looming, oncoming truck. But Deb
bie 's paintings sound another alarm bell,

shedding a personal insight on the political
jr:_

reality of the region.

ri'

The trucks plying the roads of Judea

t'd..

represent for Debbie, a microcosm of life

"in the territories. Each vehicle tells a story
-

.

of what is happening. A Jewish-owned truck
could be conveying a caravan to a new
settlement, or building material for enlarg
ing an existing one, while an Arab lorry.

/ ^ usually more colourful and expressive,
, z'

"on,

jnnna

Debbie maintains that while her canvas may

appear dominated by a truck or a blown-up
section of its bodywork, the end result is not a

departure from landscape art as much as taking
a vital component of the existing landscape,

albeit mechanized, and integrating it into the
composition. While the trucks may seem to
upstage and dominate the aitist's canvas, the

may be delivering farm produce or trade

merchandise. Painting trucks, "represents
for me the daily existence between Jews
and Arabs expressed through an aesthetic
reality -the complexities and contradictions that
are a part of my life in Judea."
Recognising the sharp schisms in our troubled
society, Debbie's art is not a case of painting

over the cracks, but conveys a sensitivity and
optimism captured in the use of rich colours and
ornamental, oriental motifs that depict the lives
of two peoples sharing the same land. •

reality is that they form an integral part of
the landscape.
HEAD ON
Aclose-up viewing of Debbie's series
on trucks, recently on exhibit in Tel

Upliolsterer
I 'ri will cliansc lKc old lo n

Aviv at Galeria Acheret, one

inescapably grasps her drive
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large selection of

up energy of a turbu

fabrics or leather
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home. Wood

viewer
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repairs. Free pick
up and delivery in
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By David E. Kaplan

pEATURE
T a week goes by that we don't hear of a

_/ J violent account from or about someone we

When the hostilities broke out, Solly was living
with his family in downtown Johannesburg. "It
was not a Jewish area,

know in Johannesburg.

n t u H C

"Did you hear who hw
held-up, car-jacked" or

0ERM

often worse? One is oft
left with the impression
that the high incidence of
violence in South Africa's
largest city, is a recent
phenomenon, emergent
in the wake of the major

(3
RECOLLECTIONS OF
T H E 1 9 2 2 R A N D R E V O LT

more a mixed bag of
locals and immigrants,
with a plethora of rough
and ready types, who
had gravitated to this
grubby, dusty boomtown. People tried to
eke out a living the

best they could. My
dad worked in a

societal changes following the political

small factory

transition in J 994.

in West Street

"Not so," asserts Solly Kaplan of

manufactur

Beth Protea, who as a young lad of Five

ing wrought

disembarked at Johannesburg Central Sta
tion in 1913, "in the midst of a violent
miners' revolt. What started as a dispute

iron gates.
We

had

over working hours of a few miners at the
New Klipfontein Mine led to sackings and a
strike that soon spread to other mines. By
the time I arrived in Jo'burg. rioting had
broken out in the centre of town. Soon
thereafter, Park Station was set ablaze, as

were the offices of the newspaper, "The
Star". Union government troops soon

A rebeVbameade'm ifiei

streets^fh)kimnesbur9.
joined the fray and in the first two days
of open hostilities, over 100 strikers and
settled in Anderson Street in one of those typi
innocent bystanders had been killed." This was cal small houses with a corrugated tin roof and a
Solly's baptism of life in Johannesburg, and by front porch close to an area known as the Jeppe
the time he left the Golden City, for "the quiet
Dip. It was here that white miners set themselves
and sedate Cape" in 1923, he had experienced
up in a makeshift stockade and from where they
first hand, "virtually
indiscriminately shot at any Blacks within firing
on our doorstep," the

tfM

violent miners' rebel

REBELS WITH AN UNJUST CAUSE

lion. which history

The revolt began as a strike in Witbank on 2

would record as the

January 1922, when coal miners downed tools
over proposed pay cuts. What then inflamed the
crisis was the announcement by the Chamber of
Mines to increase the employment ratio of black

1922 Rand Revolt.

I A young Solly
Kaplan in Jo 'burg.
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range."

far more serious and

E AT U R E

to white workers, which would have resulted in a

substantial diminution of white jobs. In the eyes of
the white miners, what added insult to injury, was

the further proposal to abolish the paid holidays
of May Day and Dingaan's Day, both enormously
symbolic to the English and Afrikaans workers
respectively. On February 7th, Johannesburg was
greeted by the sight of striking miners marching
through the streets under the banner, 'Workers of
the World Unite for a White South Africa.' "So

what began as a strike for the expression of job

reservation, rapidly exploded into an armed rebel

head to implode
on impact).
The poor fel
low's leg was
completely
shattered. We

had no phones in the area, so I ran to the nearest
greengrocer, run by the Regalsky family, and asked
someone to phone for an ambulance. We did the
best we could for the fellow as he lay bleeding
profusely on our stoep. It was apparent that he
would loose his leg."

lion, where Afrikaner Nationalists had no problem

joining forces with English speaking communists,"
explains Solly. "This sudden solidarity between

SMUTS STEPS IN

By mid-March the strike leaders had lost con

natural foes showed that when expedient, traditional

trol of the mobs that had virtually seized most of

ideological antipathy can quickly be dispensed with

Johannesburg and were calling for armed insur-

for the shared common cause of self-interest."

S T R E E T- W I S E

Movie Magic

Although only a teenager of 13, "I was very
conscious of what was happening, mainly because

M-NET

of the risks I had to take. My stepmother used
to send me out daily to buy provisions from the

Super Sporti 2345

store in Commissioner Street, some three blocks

SABC -Africa

away. I would dash along, and then when cross

Big Bretiier

ing intersections, I would be constantly on the

lookout, ducking and diving when necessary the
bullets coming from the stockades and roadblocks.
Any unfortunate Blacks in the area were moving

And all the other channels you have
been missins are now available again.

targets and would attract a fusillade of gunfire."
Solly acknowledges how times have changed - "In

Monthly fee: $20
for three or more users

Israel, with the current situation. I'm concerned

when my grandkids are gallivanting at the mall,
and yet, as a youth exposed to urban warfare,
I felt it was something of an adventure. Sure it
was crazy, but you know, you do things at 13 you
would not do at 20."

"One day." recalls Solly, "we heard shooting
outside our house. We ran out onto our stoep. and

saw a black man writhing in pain on the road. He
had been shot by a dum-dum bullet, (filed at the

Satellite IV
Contact:
Menachem

at (058)693-111,
or Eddie

at (050)507-547

25 years of experience
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FEATURL
rection and the overthrow of the state. It was then
that Prime Minister Smuts made his move. He

declared martial law, traveled by train from the

Cape to the Rand, "alighting at Potchefstroom and

IDHANNESBURO

continuing his journey to Jo'burg by car. He was

Ben Tzion, Shimon (handyman)

acting prudently, afraid he could be bumped-off if

Harris, Denise (housewife)

the word got out that he would be arriving at the

centra! station," relates Solly who has remained
fascinated by the history surrounding this early

Feinberg. Nicole

chapter of his youth. "Smuts then personally
took control of more than 20,000 troops backed

Saitowitz. Sidney (electrician) and

by aeroplanes, tanks and field artillery.
"There were mass arrests of strikers, and many

of the ringleaders who had been trapped at their
headquarters in the Trades Hall, were picked up
and then jailed at The Fort. Fierce retaliation on
police stations followed, mainly to replenish arms,
but after five days of fierce battles against trained
government troops, the insurrection was brought to a

Anihonv Ross

Mittan, Jarrod
Sheila (radiographer)
lllfcld. Lazer (salesman). Anna (housewife),

Yehuda, Levy, Luba, Eliyahu and Rina
Katz, Rodney (diamond merchant)
Liferow, Grace nee Kroll (housewife)
Nates, Yael

Ross. Anthony (designer)

climatic violent finale. Brixton Ridge, which was

Spitalnik. Gilad

captured by troops on March 12th, provided the
ideal position from which the artillery could open

Sauvagc. Nicole (beautician)

fire on the main rebel strongholds in Fordsburg.

C A P E T O W N

It was subjected to a thunderous pounding and on
March 14th, government troops swept into town.

Silove, Shani

Rather than face the inevitable charge of treason,

two of the strike leaders, Spendiff and Fisher,
committed suicide. In the legal proceeding that
followed, eighteen strike leaders were sentenced
to death, of which four were finally executed.

They walked defiantly to the gallows singing the

Kussel, Saul

Lager, Cindy
Tobias, Nathan (bookkeeper)
and Denise,
nee Chaitowitz (teacher)

communist anthem. "The Red Flag."

Kasimov, Ari Ben (marketing)

Last year was the 80th anniversary of The 1922
Rand Revolt. Some years ago Solly, who is 93 years

HARARE

old, walked through the area of his youth with the
writer. No buildings remained from that period, only
the street names like Anderson. Fox and Commis

,

,,

,

Lobel. Esther (housewife) and Debbie Rozen
Rozen, Debbie, nee Lobel (secretary),
Ido and Ben

sioner. Bustling with traffic and pedestrians, we had
to carefully look out for oncoming vehicles as we
crossed these same streets. "Afar cry from dodging

PORT ELIZABETH

darting bullets," observed Solly wryly. •

Fogel. Benjamin
Rubin, Minnie (housewife)
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DICINE
By Telfed^ Jerusalem correspondent
Dr. Issy Berelowltz

THE SYMBOL OF MEPICINE
The symbol of medicine, since approxi
mately 800 BCE, is the staff of
AESCULAPIUS (also known

route to enter Canaan,
the

land

r

of

Promise.

as ASKLEPIOS) with

The journey was

one snake entwined

a terrible one with

about a staff. However

many hardships caus

another symbol known as the "caduceus'

ing much disillusionment and resentment

consisting of a staff with two snakes is

as the Bible states "and the people spoke

frequently utilised in modern times. In

against G-d and Moses 'Wherefore have
ye brought us out of Egypt, to die in the

both cases the snake is recognised as the

appropriate symbol for the healing art. It'
is interesting to speculate why this is so.
Almost certainly this concept originates in
the biblical de.scription concerning Moses
and the Israelites during their wanderings
in the Wilderness some

3500 years ago.

wilderness. There is no bread and no
water...'And the lord sent fiery serpents

among the people and they bit the people
and many died."

Probably the fiery serpents refer to those
who.se bites caused violent inflammation. The

trauma of the serpents caused the people to

The Israelites were

refused permission by
the King of Edom to

pass through his land
and thus they had to
take a very circuitous

repent and the bible continues "the people came
to Mo.ses and said: 'We have sinned, because

we have spoken against the Lord and against
thee: pray unto the Lord that he take away

Caduceus serpents from us.' And Moses prayed for
the people". G-d then commanded Moses to
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EDICINE.

make a serpent of brass
and set it upon a pole
"and everyone that is
bitten when he sceth it.
shall live".

1
It is interesting to compare the staff
of Aesculapius with the caduceus.
Aesculapius, the patron G-d of the physicians,
was associated with many therapeutic temples

on a pole held up by
Moses did not have

Aesculapius with one snake is noted in statues of

the power of healing.

him.self with 'the father of medicine' Hypocrates, a

However the Israelites

n ith staff and serpent

r

throughout Greece and Rome. They incorporated
treatments that remain popular to the present times,
such as, diet, rest, drugs and massage. The staff of

The brazen serpent

The statue of Aesculapius

3^

r v fi r r -

by looking upwards
at it. subjected their
hearts to their father

in heaven. This sym

bolic gesture indicated a return to their faith and
belief in the Lord and they were healed. The
serpent was thus a token of salvation and came
to personify healing.

After a passage of time further reasons for the
snake were advanced. It is supposed to represent
wisdom, learning and fertility. It also stands for
longevity and the restoration of health. By shed

ding its .skin it appetys to regenerate itself, thereby
assuming a new life as it sloughs off old age.

Greek physician and teacher of medicine whose
name is associated with the famous medical oath

symbolizing high ethical standards.
The staff of caduceus with two snakes

Aescii^ius. about a staff was the symbol
of the Greek G-d Hermes identified

with the Roman G-d Mercury - the mes

senger of the gods. The word caduceus
is derived from the Greek root meaning

'herald's wand'. Legend has it that Hermes
discovered two snakes fighting and thrust
his staff between them. They stopped

fighting and wound themselves around

the staff. Thus this became the sign for
settlement of quarrels and neutrality. In

The staff around which the snake is entwined

ancient Greece, the caduceus was carried

is a symbol of vegetation and represents the

by messengers and heralds serving to protect

continuity of life.

the bearer, indicating that he was engaged in a

W peaceful mission.At present it is the emblem

of the US medical corps. Maritime Hospital

H.L. PAINTING LTD.
Complete interiors and exteriors
including special finishes
Ragging, Sponging, Washing etc.
Floor polishing.

Carpet & upholstery cleaning.
General household repairs.
RELIABLE • EFFICIENT • CLEAN
H Y LTO N S H E R
03-7320194 / 052-529437
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service and Public Health Service.

The popularity of the caduceus symbol today

by drug companies and other medical organi

sations can probably be attributed to it being
more aesthetically appealing. The symmetry of

wings based on the Egyptian winged disc atop
the staff and double snakes' gives a more bal

anced appearance. However the Encyclopedia
Britannica confirms that the staff of Aesculapius

is the only true symbol of medicine. Nevertheless
in both cases the snake and staff feature as the

symbol of medicine. •

JNMEMORIAM
The Chairman, Executive

members and staff of the SAZF
(Israel) offer sincere condolences to
the bereaved families of:
Wally Levy, Pietersburg
Leon Wilder, Cape Town

Joseph Kaplan, HerzUya
Pearl Levinsohn, HerzUya
Bertha Gild, Raanana

Phyllis Einstein, Johannesburg
Pnina Modlin, Kibbutz Shluchot
Greta Katz, HerzUya
Gertrude Diamond, Jerusalem
Peter Maklouf, Karmiel
Isaac Stander, Cape Town

Hymie Wolffe, Cape Town
Sheila Tollman, Kochav Yair

Eric Brod, Kfar Shmaryahu
Michal Melmed, Jerusalem

When that thick flaming white hair entered a boardroom or Zionist conference,
one could be assured that excitement was in store. Never mind Leon Wilder s

oft assurance, "I intend to hold my peace and not open my mouth. Thankfully,
that never happened. If his conspicuous hair iluminated his physical presence,
it was his incisive mind and practical perspectives on the issues confronting the
Jewish community in SA, and Cape Town in particular, that always served as a
beacon directing rational debate.

Described in tributes as the backbone and father of the Cape Jewish community, he was
deservedly revered as an icon of the community and the South African Zionist movement. In
1999, he joined the legendary M.H.Goldschmidl as the only other person to be appointed an
honourary life president of the Western Province Zionist Council. On the international front, he
was for 8 years a member of the BOG of the Jewish Agency and a past member of the World
Board of Trustees of Keren Hayasod. Jonathan Silke, chairman of the WFZC, referred to Leon
as one of the greatest leaders of the SA Zionist federation. He will be sorely missed.

David E.Kaplan continued on next page
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Dr. Issy Schweppe passed away recently at the age of 77. When the call came for
volunteers for the War of Independence, Issy. a young surgeon at Groote Schuur, joined

the Machal group of doctors and was posted to the Carmcli Brigade and served with
distinction in the 21st Battalion in the North.

A product of Habonim. and the Zionist Socialist Youth Movement, Issy was a nephew
of Jacob Schweppe, who had made a number of bequests to the South African Zionist
Federation (Israel) thus assisting many former Southern Africans in Israel.
Issy's dedication to Zionism and the State was vividly exemplified by his willingness
(at the time he was Head of the Orthopaedic Department at HaEmek Hospital), to expose

himself to danger as he did during the heavy fighting on the Jordanian batliefront. Highly
respected in the profession for his work during the polio epidemic in the fifties, he later
became head of the Orthopaedic Department at the Carincl Hospital in Haifa.
Professor Harry Bank

Telfed Chairman, Executive and Staff mourn the recent passing of Gert Diamond
in her 93rd year. Prior to her aliyah, Gert was the Chief Accountant of the South African
Zionist Federation in South Africa for over thirty years. Those were days when the

Federation was highly involved in fund-raising and many other financial activities, all of
which were controlled by Gert and a small Accounts Department. It was, fondly recalls
former S.A.Z.F Chairman. Julius Weinstein. "a period before the advent of computers
and modern technological systems that we have today. In her beautiful copperplate
handwriting she wrote up the books, kept the records and was a most efficient accountant
handling all the affairs of the Zionist movement."

Many in Israel will mourn the passing of Cantor Abe Immerman. who although
blind from birth, taught four generations of Capetonians, knowing every single barmitzvah
portion and haftorah from memory. Blessed with a wonderful voice, he was a special
man and a great scholar. A double-amputee, he died at the age of 97. having attended
shul the day before.

David Bloom, the Chainnan of CAZO, as well as former Zimbabweans in Israel, mouni

the passing of Eric Bred, a former Chairman of Central African Zionist Organisation
(CAZO). Born and educated in Vienna, Eric came to Rhodesia in the 1930s to escape
Nazism and soon became involved in Zionist affairs. As a General Zionist he was active

on many committees of CAZO becoming Vice-President in 1977 and President in 1980
before fulfilling a lifelong dream of coming on aliyah. Condolences to Eric's sister and
other members of the family.
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DONOR .T»^..HONOREE
Geoff and Richella Mallach Aclfee Isaacson - 80th birthday
Edie Rosengarten

nd Beryl Milunsky - Golden wedding anniversary

Simmy and Yael Adar
Becky Marock
Phillip and Estelle Chascn

y Efroiken - 80th birthday

and Helen Hirsch - Golden wedding anniversary
Helen Hirsch - Golden wedding anniversary

David and Joyce Allshuler Viclot^wW.Helen Hirsch - Golden wedding anniversary

George and Mavis Wilk Chaya Bitn'un - lOOth birthday
George and Mavis Wilk Buddy Efroiken - 80th birthday
Joe and Jose Grossman Uri and Beryl Milunsky - Golden wedding anniversary
Leon and Frida Sarnak Uri and Beryl Milunsky - Golden anniversary
Sam and Harriet Levin David Dunsky (Telfed Chairman 1953-59) - 90th birthday
Meyer Planer Leon Moss - 70th birthday

Meyer Planer Aaron Malatsky - 70th birthday
Eidelman and Gulis families Chaya Bitnun - lOOth birthday

Moshe and Tessa Cohen Henry and Ruth Shakenovsky - Golden anniversary
Moshe and Tessa Cohen Elizabeth Schneider-Kuper in appreciation
Joe and Helen Lewis Leon Moss - 70th birthday
Orkie Chesed and family Leon Norton - 80th birthday
David and Hilary Herzberger Leon Moss - 70th birthday
Clive and Roselle Peltz Leon Moss - 70th birthday
Sid and Michele Shapiro Leon Moss - 70th birthday

David and Hilary Kaplan Leon Moss - 70th birthday
Freda Pincus and Thelma Cohen Phyllis Sachar - birthday

Hertzel and Lola Katz Josepha Cachal - 50th birthday
Naomi and Lawrence Fisher Marcelle Weiss - special birthday
Orkie Chesed Dennis Shein - 80th birthday

Orkie Chesed Sheila Latinsky - 70th birthday

Archie and Blanche
Isaacson celebrate

their anniversary with
grandson Shaun.

Hilton and Marie Tapnack Birth of granddaughter Sapir
Hertzel and Lola Katz Leah Silberberg - 80th birthday
Freda Pincus Kalma Wortrcich - 80th birthday

Honie and Rose Rosenberg Leah Silberberg - 8()th birthday
Freda Pincus Rose Aiisteni - 100th birthday

Becky Marock Leon Moss - 70th birthday
Freda Raphael Kalma Wortreich - 80th birthday
Archie and Blanche Isaacson Keren Telfed. on their 58th wedding anniversary

Freda Raphael Rose Austern - 100th birthday
Moshe and Ann Menachemson Mike and Roslyn Ayl - Golden wedding anniversary
Orkie Chesed Leo and Hazel Camron - 60th wedding anniversary
Derek

Perlman

Dr.

Oded

Olsha
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<pM^EREN TELFED
Sidney and Irit Kaplan ^ft^^artin Wolff- 50th birthday

SAZF (Israel) M^Nicl^JDubb - in appreciation
Paul and Sharon Bernstein jBaiw^iVolff - 50th birthday

Phyllis Sachar ■'T-N^li^^Gurland - birthday
Pearl

Kaplan

M ATA N

T ^ B l fl f r e l f e d

^TlCa^^d

MarnVi

Wolff.

Ben and Rachel Levert Keren To^d who made oliyah at the same

Basil and Edith Lotzof Keren Telfe^ share the same birthdays
A l e x a n d E t h n e To l k i n M a r t i n Wo l ff - 5 0 t h b i r t h d a y

SAZF (Israel) Ziona Agulnik - in sincere appreciation
Shalom Levinsohn and family In loving memory of his mother Pearl
Hilary Edelstein and Dave Wulfhart... Ilan and Candice Chasen on their marriage
Nomi

Meltz

In

honour

of

all

kind

and

cheerful

volunteers

Sylvia Moskovitz Mike and Roslyn Ayl - Golden wedding anniversary
Avraham and Channa Eidelman Rivkah Resnekov - 80th birthday

Mildred Albert Monte and Rose Freedman - 60th wedding anniversary
Estelle

Joffe

Pauline

Eisen

Monte

and

Rose

Freedman

and

Rose

Freedman

Monte

Orkie Chesed and family Monte and Rose Freedman
June
Carl

Solman
and

Rosa

Monte

and

Schwalm

Monte

Rose
and

Freedman

Rose

Freedman

Gladys Shlugman Monte and Rose Freedman
David and Janicy Fobel Monte and Rose Freedman
Pauline
Bemice

Reimer

Monte

Bemstein-Nevler

Pauline

Eisen
Shavei

Doreen

Miodownik

Jean
Morris
Ita

Monte

Monte

Leonore

Sylvia

and

Zion

Duzzy
Fine

Monte

Monte

Mendelowitz
Pinshow

and

and

Monte

Monte

Rose

Monte

Rose

Freedman
Freedman

Rose

Freedman

Rose

Freedman

and

and

Freedman
Freedman

Rose

and

and

Monte

Rose

Rose

and

and

Freedman

Rose
Rose

Freedman
Freedman

Avi and Evelyn Walman Monte and Rose Freedman
Freda

Rose

and

Boet

Scop

Zetler

Monte

Monte

and

and

Rose

Rose

Freedman

Freedman

Les and Babette Serebro Monte and Rose Freedman

Barney and Risha Levine Monte and Rose Freedman
Ann Kaplan Monte and Rose Freedman
Albert

and

Vera

Sidi

Monte

and

Rose

Freedman

Shirley Weinstock Monte and Rose Freedman
Paula Kaplan Monte and Rose Freedman
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Ivor and Fela Finlay ^ Monte and Rose Freedman
Daphne Davis

and Rose Freedman

Lee Eisenstein

and Rose Freedman

Boz and Yvette Fehler

e and Rose Freedman
and Rose Freedman

Zelda Penn
Riva Nurick

Doris

Rose Freedman

Frisch

Mont

Rose Freedman

Gladys Shlugman Monte and Rose Freedman
Sadie Tuch Monte and Rose Freedman
Ita and Motti Weiner Monte and Rose Freedman

Myron and Sylvia Weinburg Monte and Rose Freedman

Mottle and Rose Freedman

Ernest & Elizabeth Schneider-Kuper Monte and Rose Freedman
George and Mavis Wilk Monte and Rose Freedman
Binno and Sabena Menashe Monte and Rose Freedman
Mildred Albert Carl and Rosa Schwalm- (iOth wedding anniversary

Sylvia Duzzy Carl and Rosa Schwalm
Orkie

Chesed

Carl

and

Rosa

Schwalm

Anne Kaplan Carl and Rose Schwalm
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Estelle Joffe 75^. Cari and Rosa Schwalm

Doreen Miodownik .7..^ CalKnd Rosa Schwalm
SAZF (Israel) JS^Fpda Haimovitz - in appreciation
Clive and Debbie Chiliz n Wolff- 50th birthday

Harod
l andHa
liryStarkowtzi &fam.^^J^^^ngmemoryofa
l teWayl Levy,father&grandfather
Sam and Harriet Levin .^^Sln^Wrth of their great-granddaughter Yarden

KEREN ALIZA ^
Geoff and Richella Mallach Archie and Blanche Isaacson - 80th birthdays

David and Hilary Kaplan Monte and Rose Freedman - 60th wedding anniversary
David and Hilary Kaplan Martin Lewak - speedy recovery
VICTIMS OF TERROR FUND

The Pioneer Bridge Group Victor and Helen Hirsch - Golden wedding anniversary
Norman

Sacks

Keren

Te i f e d

Dave & Rae Kopping In loving memory of Greer-Rose Sandler (nee Kopping)
Gladys Gerstle & Glenda Leigh Tilly Fleishman - birthday
Raie

Gurland

Phyllis

Sachar

-

birthday

Raie Gurland Shlomo and Sylvia Winnikow - birthdays
David and Hilary Kaplan & family Naty Kagan - 70th birthday
Edie Rosengarten Sheila Latinsky - 70th birthday

David and Hilary Kaplan & family Frank Kossuth - 90th birthday
FOOD PARCELS FOR SOLDIERS
Louis and Isobel Hare Cyril Morris - 80th binhday

Selwyn Hare and family Cyril Morris - 80th birthday
TELFED EMERGENCY APPEAL
Norman

r

r

Sacks

Julia

Hadar

Raie

Gurland

Harold Jankelowitz Insurances
Kedar Centre, 19 Haharoshet Street (grd. f!r.), Industrial Area, Ra'anana 43613
Tel: 09-7440387,09-7420456 Fax: 09-7440293

The Professional Name in Insurance For The Kind of Service You Expect
Services in all branches of Insurance
CAR, HOUSE, BUSINESS, TRAVEL, LONG TERM HEALTH CARE, LIFE INSURANCE

Please note our new address. The phone numbers remain the same.
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LASSIFIEPS
AH classified advertisements must be paid for
in advance. Cheques are payable to Telfed

A

Magazine, I9/I Schwartz St.. Ra'anana 43212.

The basic charge is NIS120 for up to 30 words.
For an additional sum ofNIS 25 your ad can aiso
appear on our website. One five ad will be granted

to new olimfrom Southern Africa within the first
year after arrival.

Accommodation

A

^

Bereavement
Dr. Joseph Kaplan- honourable gentleman and scholar

- passed away in Beth Protea, on 21 st Feruary 2003, at
the age of 91. Joseph arrived in Capetown from Poland
in 1922, practiced medicine in Port Elizabeth and
Johannesburg and madQ aliyah in 1984. He wil be sadly
missed by his wife. Pearl, his children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.

Kosher B&B Guest House in Johannesburg:
For more information and reservations, call now:
tel. 27-11 -485-5006, fax 27-11 -485-5518, or our
website www.kosherbandb.co.za. We are here to
serve you!

Pearl Levinsohn, our beloved mother, grandmother and

Ra'anana: a spacious room to let, with own
bathroom and toilet, in a comfortable apartment,

family), Moshav Orot

with the use of all facilities. Tel. (09)771-4368
Holiday Apartments ■ Ra'anana: modem, cen

tral, fully-furnished and equipped. Sleeps 6/8, 2
bathrooms, central air-conditioning. Short-term

rentals avaialable. Contact Ralph or Wendy:
054-291455/6,09-7493399, Not Shabbat.

Ra'anana: Rooftop privacy! Beautiful room for
couple/single (non-smokers). En suite shower/

great-grandmother, passed away on 6th March 2003, in
Beth Protea. Mourned by family and friends and many
people whose lives she touched. Shalom Levinsohn (and

Catering
Fonda's Catering • For that special occasion! You
choose the venue—we'll delight your guests! Call
Nicky (058)488678. ^ _ _

Cleaning Services
New Upholstery and Carpet Cleaning Machines!
We use the most advanced machinery available

shalevs@netvision.net.il

- upholstery and carpets dry in a few hours! 3M
Scotchgard applicator. Owner/worker - 11 years
experience. Atlas Carpet and Upholstery Clean
ers. Michael (0.52)J^2594 or (09)767-2453.

Antique Clock Repairs

Electrician

Antique Clock Repairs: 1 repair and make new
parts to your old or antique clock. I am a specialist
in this field! Countrywide Service. I also buy and

Siiimon's Services - AH electrical work, akso ceiling
fans, in Jerusalem, Modi'in. Beit Shemesh and Sharon
Areas For friendly and reliable service, call Shimon
Zack-Mobile: (057)353717. (052)953717,Tel.(08)9727194, Fax (08)972-7219 (Not Shabbat). _ _

toilet. Kitchenette equipped for light meals. Leads

onto gorgeous roof-garden. A/C, TV. Short lets

of 1-4 weeks only. Tel. (09)771-2781, e-mail:

.sell classic and unique clocks. Susan (09)772-9222,
(052)430040.
New Phone Extensions for Telfed Staff:

Aliyah, Klilah. Employment - 1; Loans/
Scholarships - 3: Directorate - 4; Accounts - 5:
Magazine - 6 ; Keren Telfed - 8; Reception - 0

Employment
Telfed/UJIA Employment Service- Don't forget
to touch base when looking for a job! Ra'anana

(09)744-6110 ext. 219, Tel Aviv (03)696-5244
47
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Event Management
Israel-International Events: Specializing

in family and corporate events for the local
Anglo Market. 'Weddings 'Britot 'Bar Mitzvot

Services

'Conferences 'Consultancy. Contact Sheldon

SoundTech: for expert advice in sound systems
- acquisition and installation, hiring of sound

Ritz at (02)6563293 or 053-465700;

equipment and all repairs; Trade-ins also possible;

•Barmitzvah Shabbatons 'Product Launches

www.eventmanagement.co.il

Family announcement
Fleshel - Jacky (Yaakov) and Hannah announce
the arrival of a baby boy, bom in Jerusalem on

14th April 2003, grandson for Thelma Gamsu
and Mannie, and great-grandson for Anne Spiro,

Cape Town. Baruch Hashem
Woolf and Ruthi Kantor announce that during

the course of just one month, they have become
grandparents to one grandchild in Herzliya Pituach
and great-grandparents to two great-grandchildren
in America.

Furniture Storage &

2nd-hand Store
Store-It-All, Ltd. American-operated,
full service, courteous storage and moving

Contact Amos: (03)525-2333, (055)766882.

Translations
Hebrew-English, German-English: fast,
accurate, translations at competitive

prices: Academic, Commercial (including
correspondence and website texts). General, Legal,
Technical, CVs, Diplomas and Certificates. Tel:
Yonifed (04)996-0622, Mobile: (053)794270;

yonifed@emek.org. i!

We Want
Any China, household goods, tableware, silver
plate, glassware, bric-a-bracs or small furniture
that you can live without? Or moving house? We'll

make you an offer you can live with. Call Sol
or Lorraine, Gallery Lauren, 83 Sokolov Street,
Ramat Hasharon. Tel. (03)540-9481^

professionals. Clean, "mini-storage" facility units
in all sizes for personal/business needs. We buy/
sell used furniture/appliances. Tel. (03)966-9682,
(08)869-2491. Emergency (058)993024.

Handyman

When times are tough,
it pays to advertise!

Your handyman for all your home maintenance

requirements in the Sharon Area: 'Painting

Tell our community about

'Plumbing 'Electrical 'Carpentry 'Fencing
•General Repairs 'Pergolas. For a free quotation,

your product or business.

call Craig (058)675235.

Real Estate
Exclusive Properties Ra'anana - a "household
name! " We are here to help you with all your
Ra'anana property requirements —buying, selling
or renting. Call Mark —(053)315370 or Ivan
(09)774-2303, Office (09)774-9881/2/3.
4 8

Telfed Magazine reaches 5,000 homes in
Israel, and many more worldwide.

Contact Lena

(09)744-6110

Cadbury

Has made

Aliya

Cddbury, the chocolcite we all love & cherish,
is now available in Israel.

Cadbwry's chocolates and bars are waiting for you
at the retail stores and kiosks near you:

Dairy milk, Fruit and Nut, Whole Nut, Hazelnut,
Flake, Snowflake, Twirl, Nokout,

Drinking Chocolate and Cocoa!
And the best news is. The price is also sweet...

7>ipiuf nr mmp

SOUTH AFRICA
T H E B E S T VA L U E F O R M O N E Y

TEL AVIV

829

JOHANNESBURG
TEL AVIV

122

82

JOHANNESBURG
CAPETOWN
JOHANNESBURG
JOHANNESBURG
DURBAN
JOHANNESBURG

Above fares include airport and insurance taxes and are valid on selected flights in May and June

For further details please contact your travel agent or our offices
South

African

A I RWAY S

BeitIsraii;2ndRocr 23 BaiYdiudaSLTelAvivTel; 03-7951344

